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Yellow deli cult chattanooga

In the early 70s, there were many life changes in the process. Those old enough to remember those days will nod thoughtfully as their minds drift back to remember the end of the protests of the Vietnam War, and the calming of the revolutionary drumbeat that had throbbing in our young
veins. The roads that were in front of us were polarizing. Are we going to answer or keep pushing forward, trying to change the world? We were becoming oh-so-tired as the change came to be difficult. The drugs that were lit up for us were beginning to disappoint us, as the early excitement
now headed toward various inflated addictions. It had been heartbreaking to see friends in O.D. in some remote, never-before-earth country, leaving us far behind. Is this the end of it all? So go out to the communes and come in three-piece business suits... Get ready for a technological
rollercoaster ride in your life! Hippies are now becoming millionaires... (hipi-crit development, see www.hippiecrit.org) But some missed the train and decided to make the best of Peace, Love and Happiness Movement, starting a new way of life... In the south, where cotton grows high and
life is simple, Yellow Deli started around this time. It was supposed to go on a course i never imagined... Chattanooga, Tennessee became the home of Yellow Deli, opening its doors in May 1973. Serving healthy food amid fried chicken culture, the deli was immediately successful. In the
end, there was something else. We served luscious fruit salads, great sandwiches, fresh garden salads and homemade desserts. Something warm, from the earthly atmosphere drew people like a magnet. At the bottom of the hand-drawn menu was a sincere and provocative question: We
serve the fruit of the Spirit... Why not ask? The term fruit of the Spirit comes from the Bible verse of love, joy, and peace, which is the fruit of the lives of those who knew God. In the south, where religion was rigidly proclaimed but barely seen apart from the obligatory Sunday morning
meetings in various buildings, large and small, the Yellow Deli was something very new. The idea of a place to meet faith in a beautiful café with people whose beliefs made them happy and full of life because they served healthy food was a pretty refreshing concept for the people of the
area, so they say... Somehow there was something conveyed to our hearts back then that made the paradigm change in our lives. So, working together to serve the best food in the best atmosphere, all our hearts, seemed like a normal answer. This fruit of the Spirit seemed to have been
produced naturally from a good tree of happy believers who work together. It had served our Deli with no pressure, only experience, and if a person wanted to ask, they Be sure to be free to do that. Ahhhhh, what a relief, no pressure! It was the motif of Hearts Gene and Marsha Spriggs,
along with several other young people who had already joined their cause when they opened the first Yellow Deli in May 1973. They wanted a place where people from all areas of life could come and touch a living demonstration of love of God. They had hope that, in the darkness of a
troubled society all around them, they might be like a beacon in the middle of a storm. It just makes sense to us that God, who is also called LOVE, would do it! (All God has is love ...) We were young and small then, not so powerful, but our love and zeal for this new goal was strong. We
wanted to share that love with everyone we saw. We were convinced that this love could change the world when people saw that it had been implemented in reality every day. The strife and division many of us had seen among the Christian churches we grew up in had caused us to be
frustrated by the prospect of finding no hope there. But as time went on we sensed that there was something that would hold people back in this system, with the same sold-out zeal we had now found. We had obvious insinuates in the New Testament that people who love the pleasure of

the world cannot be one hundred percent committed to their cause... And without giving a hundred percent, no one can hold on. Someone who is recruited by a soldier does not interfere in the civil affairs of the world (2 Timothy 2:4) We were not interested in maintaining that civilian life
anymore ... So, from there, the new Movement sort of started. Outside of the organized religion that had been seen in this area before, something new arose. For those who feared that something new must have some evil motive behind it, our cause became immediately suspected. To
powers-to-be, the use of the word cult seemed to be the perfect weapon to dismantle our movement and send us back to the benches. That gun didn't work. The only ones who were distracted by the use of this term were the same uninformed masses who were responsible for such
atrocities as the Salem Witch Trials (see Ed. 17:4). Fortunately, in this day and age people are innocent until proven guilty, and finally all the bad things people said our Movement turned out to be wrong, and LIFE went... AND THEN... AND THEN... Almost forty years later, we find a much
more important force. We live in 12 different geographical areas that have spread across several different countries in this world. We are now the Twelve Tribes. However, we are still small compared to the huge Fatal Error of people against which we have set ourselves on the battlefield for
life. Yes, it's against a fatal mistake that has kept people down, divided and Dead, through history. This mistake is selfishness and his many manifestations... Greed, jealousy, jealousy, strife, hostility, bloodshed, really all those things that keep people just friends... His ugly fingers stretch
out into the smallest corners of our lives... Marriages, kindergartens, jobs... And, of course, in the big picture, the cause of world wars, the atomic bombs, the massive pollution of the world... Our little life of love is only a flicker in front of such an enemy. So, this story looks more like a David
and Goliath type plot. But regardless of us as a nation, we intend to continue in this battle until our last last breath... And we believe little David will win. It's the story of the Twelve Tribes and the Yellow Lyl that began so long ago... And for those we meet for the first time, we give our heartfelt
hand of friendship. We hope you will enjoy a glimpse of the vision that has caused us to be the full collaborative society that drives our Yellow Delis and all our businesses together, without hindering our search for our personal gain. All of our businesses are owned with extreme care
accounts, government and everything else to see that we sincerely live this life without anyone doing more than his neighbor in our communities. We have actually committed ourselves to this goal. Many have come and gone through the years. Many go their own way after they face difficult
demands enduring both selfless aspirations. Those of us who stay plan to stay... Love is our home... What's yours? Graphic by Lucas Luna, special CU Independent You Know Your Favorite Late Night Sandwich Spot, Yellow Deli? It has to do with an organisation with a deep history of
physically abusing children and religious fundamentalism, a nine-month CU independent investigation has found. At Yellow Deli, an all-day, all-night Boulder cafeteria frequented by students is open about its evangelist roots, but behind cheap sandwiches and free Wi-Fi has a darker history.
The CUI investigation is based on interviews with 12 ex-members of the Twelve Tribes, a religious organization affiliated with the restaurant, and reviews over 400 pages of Twelve Tribes documents that have been obtained both publicly and through sources. Twelve tribes in Boulder
opened the Yellow Deli on Pearl Street in 2010 and are part of a global network of 74 communities around the world. Other companies owned by the organization, such as farms and factories, have been conducting other media investigations that have uncovered abuses and possible child
labor violations. CUI did not find any direct allegations of child abuse at The Yellow Deli, but on a secret visit to Boulder's Twelve Tribes compound, where all Yellow Deli employees live, the young child appeared to have been beaten. Six former members of the Twelve Tribes said they
were witnesses or victims of child abuse at the locations of the Twelve Tribes around the world. Others described the group's strong control over its members. Childhood was hell, said Alex, a former member who agreed to talk about CUI without publishing his last name. At the Twelve
Tribes compound in Cambridge, New York, he described being beaten bloody sometimes to the point of collapse. It's my only childhood milestone to stay alive until the next day, he said. Local and national representatives of the twelve tribes did not respond to several requests for comment,
including phone calls and a detailed list of questions sent by reporters. In the past, the group's representatives have defended their practices as part of their faith. Alex, a former Twelve Trives member of Samie Brosseau, founder of a nonprofit that helps people transition out of cult-like
environments, doesn't mince words in an interview with CUI, saying Twelve Tribes is a cult. Brosseau grew up in the Camp of the Twelve Tribes and fled when he was 18. He said his parents kept him in custody, but eventually he fled the front door of an isolated Massachusetts cottage to
find a way into a modern world where he had never lived before. Twelve Tribes' narcissistic cult leader uses gaslighting as a way to control religion, Brosseau said. His nonprofit, Liberation Point, works with people from high-control groups to calm down life, as he had to after leaving a
religious group. Former members describe the beating with cages as punishment for even minor violations, as if they don't sing loudly enough at religious ceremonies. Much of the reasons groups use for physical kicking are rooted in documents about religion, the theology of twelve tribes.
Much of this happens to compounds a group built by house members and host religious events. We all live together, as a large extended family, the group's website reads. In Boulder, all yellow deli employees live at 5325 Eldorado Springs Drive. Cui reporters entered the compound twice in
August at the invitation of Yellow Deli staff without disclosing they gathered information about the news story. While there, the young child appeared to have a red sign under his right cheek after being escorted to the bathroom, where wailing sounds were heard by reporters. Screams and
captures of the noise appeared to be beating a large wooden rod, which reporters later found in the bathroom sink. The apparent beating corresponded to a description of the experiences of several former members. The emotional damage they cause lasts long after people escape, said
Hannah, a former member who lived in the Island Pond community in Vermont. My parents were punished. The cult would say that if you were sick, it would because God punished you for evil. Ali, another former member who spoke to CUI on the condition that his last name not be
published, lived in New England communities and had similar experiences. They say the suffering or hardship of a disciple is like a sunshine plant, he said. Twelve tribes prepare and encourage you to suffer. While at the compound in August, CUI reporters only entered two buildings - one
where the community organizes prayer gatherings and a building where they eat food. The prayer building is where the apparent bog child was heard as well as where three two-foot wooden rods were found. Alex, a New York compound, detailed vicious beatings with rods similar to those
found in the Boulder compound. Ex-members of CUI reached out, who spent time in Colorado communities, few were willing to tell their stories publicly, insisting on anonymity to avoid retribution from the community. You talk over the line or sometimes you don't know what the hell you did,
but suddenly you get your feet beaten bloody with rods, Alex said. The religious beginning of child-rearing is a strongly regulated book at the heart of a group called Authority Teachings. CUI received a copy of tutorials through an ex-member network that now works to expose the group.
The teachings teach parents to physically discipline their children for obedience and help achieve the tribal ultimate goal: 144,000 male virgins. The group says it must produce that number of male virgins to bring the second coming of Jesus Christ and the apocalypse, as referred to in the
book of revelations. At Yellow Deli, the group distributes capriciously designed brochures that show customers their beliefs. The Authority of The Teachings argues that parents should strike their children or create stripes for that wound, according to a text conducted by CUI. These stripes
are the only way to get to the heart, the text reads. Injury damages health; Wound. But stripes or signs of loving discipline indicate a parent's love. The teachings were written by Gene Spriggs, founder of the Twelve Tribes. He founded the group as a small Christian community in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, preaching at home and christening people in the lake behind his house. Spriggs started in 1972. The group is usually referred to as between 2000 and 3000 members. Since its founding, the tribes have faced accusations that they are a cult and spread a
fundamentalist ideology. In the teachings, Spriggs says that the purpose of the rod is to break the deliberate resistance of the child's rebellion, which would lead to him second death. Another death is described in the teachings as a spiritual death in which people suffer from lake of fire or
hell. Brosseau said the Twelve Tribes uses the term another death to cultivate obedience in the community, a key tribute to cult-like behavior. Within the Authority of Teachings, the cult also recognizes that some people call their discipline child abuse. Spriggs worked quickly to discredit this
logic in the teachings. There are people who have created theories that using rod discipline called child abuse, it makes some parents afraid and doubt the use of discipline ... This is why the antichrist can come because all restrained lawlessness has been removed, Spriggs writes in The
Authority of The Doctrines. Spriggs and his followers have attracted other investigations in the media. A documentary aired on a German TV network sent undercover reporters to compounds that uncovered systematic beatings of children. An Inside Edition investigation in 2018 found
cases of child labor in the upstate New York community, the same as that alex grew up in. Along with CUI reporters' trip to the Boulder compound where the beating appeared to be heard, no one directly involved in the same behavior by other compounds in the Boulder community, but
many said the practices are similar across communities. Twelve tribe of Boulder Tribal teachings came to Boulder with 63-year-old Andrew Wolfe, a longtime member of the organization and current leader of Boulder. Wolfe established the Boulder Community in 2009 with the intention of
spreading it beyond its eastern U.S. roots. During this year, Boulder executives began holding meetings in their homes, and finally in 2010, they began to hold meetings in their homes. The community leader told CUI reporters at the same compound that Boulder Twelve Tribes community
members cycle between working at the Yellow Deli and the compound for five days during the week. On Saturday and Sunday, all members of the community return to camp for the Sabbath - a time when they do not work and gather for religious ceremonies. Yellow Deli's profits directly
finance costs. On Cui's secret trip to the Boulder compound, reporters observed about 30 members, 15 of whom were children. Many of the children seemed to be extremely obedient and close to the adults who were watching them. Much of the behavior that reporters noticed seemed to
coincide with the group's teachings. During this trip, when Wolfe was asked if the twelve tribes were a cult, he said: If twelve tribes are a cult, then the Catholic Church is a cult. But Brosseau, a former member and Liberation Point founder, argued that in the Catholic Church, it has only one
part (a during your life. The cult, he said, members' lives completely revolve around religion. Brosseau also said that other qualities classify the Twelve Tribes as a cult such as totalitarian leadership of a charismatic and narcissistic leader, black and white thinking, controlling knowledge and
isolation. Other experts, such as Catherine Mann, who has a Doctorate in Religious Psychology, said CUI tribes meet the concept of cult. Brosseau told Yoneq founder Gene Sprigg, in hebrew name that his followers affectionately call him, used all these methods to indoctrinate and
maintain control of the Twelve Tribes members. Luke Wiseman, the most powerful former member interviewed for this story, described the Twelve Tribes' inner workings as an authoritarian and threat-based system. Wiseman was once a national leader called a tribal leader who worked
closely with Spriggs and his wife Marsha. Wiseman said that when members leave, they're considered dead to the community. Although he is likely to be considered socially deceased by Twelve Tribe members, he says he still loves his former community. All of us who left love our friends
and family in the Twelfth Tribes. And we haven't cut them off, Wiseman said. But they cut us off. Click here to read CUI's behind-the-scenes account of how it broke the investigative story. Contact CU Independent Staff News Reporter Nicole Dorfman at Nicole.Dorfman@colorado.edu
Nicole.Dorfman@colorado.edu
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